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This report describes the use of Mathematica in automating a step in
the early design of a muon storage ring for a neutrino factory, leading from
the concept to the input data for a matching program. The design proce-
dure is embedded in a Mathematica notebook and Mathematica packages.
These packages were developed for a variety of parameter searches. A
30 GeV muon storage ring, with a physical aperture accepting a muon
beam with a normalized emittance xn = 15 mm and a relative RMS





This report describes the use of Mathematica [1] in automating a step in the early
design of a muon storage ring for a neutrino factory. This step leads from the concept
to the input data for a matching program such as MAD [2]. The ingredients are the
choice of the muon beam parameters momentum, normalized emittance and relative
momentum spread, the choice of the magnetic elements, i.e. dipoles in the arcs with a
given magnetic field that are not longer than some given length, and quadrupoles with a
given field at the yet unknown radius of the vacuum chamber. The design procedure is
embedded in a Mathematica notebook that in turn makes use of Mathematica packages
that contain the rules leading from the concept to parameters, and eventually fill in the
MAD data.
Many of the Mathematica packages described below were developed for param-
eter searches of hadron colliders in which the synchrotron radiation damping time is
short compared to the beam life time, and the beam emittances are determined by the
equilibrium between quantum excitation and damping due to synchrotron radiation.
Results of such searches were published already [3, 4]. It turned out during the devel-
opment that grouping many of the functions, first developed for a single purpose, in
packages made it easy to use them for different purposes, e.g. Z0 factories of SPS size,
recirculating linear accelerators for electrons and muons, and muon storage rings for
neutrino factories. The results of the other studies will be published elsewhere.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the pa-
rameters of a particular muon storage ring, as they are derived in a generic Mathemat-
ica notebook for muon storage ring design. Some accelerator physics aspects of the
muon storage ring, and work that remains to be done, are discussed in Chapter 3. Chap-
ter 4 describes several conventions common to all packages and their use. Chapter 5 is
both a reference and a physics manual for the functions provided in the packages. The
index at the end lists all functions in alphabetical order.
2 MUON STORAGE RING PARAMETERS
Fig. 1 shows the Mathematica notebook. It is stored in my WWW file
http://wwwslap.cern.ch/keil/Math/musrdemo.nb.
Most of the Mathematica output is suppressed. The notebook starts by turning off
some Mathematica error messages with In[1]:=..., loading the package with
natural constants with In[2]:=..., and saying that the particles are muons, by
making the “current” rest voltage of the particles E0 equal to that of muons Eµ with
In[3]:=.... The conditional statement In[4]:=... that I have in all my note-





In[3]:= E0  EP;
In[4]:= rc: rp s;E0   Ep; Oc: Op s; E0   Ep;rc: rP s; E0   EP;
Oc: OP s;E0   EP;rc: re s; E0   Ee; Oc: Oe s; E0   Ee;
In[5]:= collPc  30109Volt;Hxn  1.6667103 Meter;sigN 3;Ve  0.003;
In[6]:= dipoleB  7VoltSeconds Meter2;
quadB  4VoltSeconds Meter2;rhoR  0.6;






In[9]:= arc2Table#arcR,cirC, periodA, periodL,phaseAdv, Hxn,J,Ve'
In[10]:= periodS 100Meter; normD 0.1;
In[11]:=  longSSPack.m;longSSTable#periodS,normD'
In[12]:= maxKickVolt 6104Volt; kickZ 5VoltsAmpere;










Figure 1: Mathematica Notebook for muon storage ring design
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2.1 User Input
In In[5]:=... I define the following beam parameters, using their Mathemat-
ica names: Collection momentum collPc in Volt, normalized emittance xn, number
of RMS beam radii sigN that the physical aperture should provide, and relative RMS
energy spread e. The Mathematica names are printed in teletype style if they are
character strings. In a hypothetical chain of notebooks for the design of the modules
in a  factory, these beam parameters ought to be the output parameters of a notebook
describing the preceding module.
The next batch of input data in In[6]:=... contains design choices for the
muon storage ring. I assume that it has the shape of a racetrack, and is composed of
arcs consisting of regular FODO cells, joined by long straight sections. For the arcs,
I define dipole field dipoleB, quadrupole field quadB at the edge of the aperture,
filling factor rhoR= =R with bending radius  and average arc radius R, phase ad-
vance phaseAdv in units of 2, maximum length of dipoles maxdipoleL, number
of dipoles in a half cell dipoleN. Entering independent values for dipoleB and
quadB permits taking care of e.g. a thick W absorber in the quadrupoles between the
vacuum chamber and the super-conducting coils. For the (two) long straight sections,
I enter their total length totalStraightL.
2.2 Storage Ring Parameters
In In[7]:=..., I load the collider package colliderPack which contains the
procedure collTable. In order to compute and print a table of global storage
ring parameters, I invoke collTable with input parameters collPc, dipoleB,
quadB, rhoR and totalStraightL as arguments, marked with a asterisk in all
tables. Here and in later tables, the output parameters have the fixed names shown.
The results are displayed in Tab. 1.
2.3 Arc Parameters
In In[8]:=..., I load the arc package arcPack, and invoke the arc1Table
procedure in order to obtain the geometrical parameters of the arcs. The procedure uses
bending radius , average arc radius arcR, maximum dipole length maxdipoleL,
and number of dipoles in a half cell dipoleN as input, makes the number of FODO
cells periodN in the arcs an even number such that the actual length of the dipoles
dipoleL is smaller than maxdipoleL in the input data, and finds and prints the
geometrical arc parameters. The results are displayed in Tab. 2. The sagitta in the
dipoles is not small compared to the vacuum chamber radius [5] and probably means
that the dipoles must be curved.
In In[9]:=..., I invoke the second procedure arc2Table which uses arcR,
cirC, periodA, periodL, phaseAdv, xn, γ, and e as input, and computes the
optical parameters of the FODO cells. These calculations assume that the quadrupoles
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Table 1: Global Storage Ring Parameters
Collection momentum 30 GeV/c
Relativistic factor γ 289.936
Relativistic factor  0.999994
Dipole field 7 T
Quadrupole field 4 T
Bending radius  14.2956 m
Arc filling factor 0.6
Average arc radius arcR 23.826 m
Total arc length totArcL 149.703 m
Total straight section length 650.297 m
Circumference cirC 800 m
Revolution frequency revolF 374.738 kHz
Table 2: Geometrical Arc Parameters
Number of arc periods periodN 18
Arc period length periodL 8.31685 m
Dipoles per half cell 1
Maximum dipole length 2.7 m
Dipole length dipoleL 2.49505 m
Arc cell phase advance/2 0.25
Arc tune tuneQ 4.5
Bending angle per period periodA 0.349066 r
Sagitta in dipoles dipoleSag 0.0543991 m
are thin lenses, and that edge focusing in the dipoles is negligible. For small machines
these assumptions are not justified. The results are displayed in Tab. 3. The proper
matching of the arcs, including finite-length magnetic elements and edge focusing, is
the domain of standard programs such as MAD [2].
The calculation of the momentum compaction assumes that the horizontal dis-
persion vanishes in the straight sections. Unnormalized emittance and relative mo-
mentum spread determine the RMS beam radius x at the maximum values of -
function max and horizontal dispersion Dmax which yields the vacuum chamber ra-
dius vacuumA when multiplied with sigN. The maximum half momentum spread
e is simply the ratio vacuumA/Dmax. From the focal length of the quadrupoles
focalL, the quadrupole field quadB and the vacuum chamber radius vacuumA fol-
lows the length of the quadrupoles quadL. Finally, the free space in a half cell is
periodL=2−dipoleL−quadL. If it is too small or even negative, the user has to
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Table 3: Optical Parameters of the Arcs
Average -function in arcs x 5.29467 m
Average dispersion in arcs Dx 1.17659 m
Momentum compaction  0.00924094
Maximum -function in arcs max 14.1977 m
Maximum dispersion in arcs Dmax 1.96477 m
Normalized emittance xn 0.0016667 m
Unnormalized emittance x 5.87003 m
RMS beam radius x 0.0108666 m
Vacuum chamber radius vacuumA 0.0325999 m
Maximum half momentum spread e 0.0165922
Focal length of quadrupoles focalL 2.94045 m
Quadrupole length quadL 0.277359 m
Free space in a half period freeS 1.38601 m
launch the calculation again with a smaller value of =R.
2.4 Straight Section Design
For the design of the straight sections, I assume that they consist mostly of FODO cells
of length periodS, and that the dispersion vanishes throughout. In In[10]:=...
in Fig. 1, I enter periodS and the desired value of the normalized divergencenormD,
and load the straight section package longSSPack with In[11]:=.... The nor-
malized divergence normD= 0xγ is the dominant parameter in the design of the
straight section lattice. It is the ratio of the  beam divergence 0x and the open-
ing angle of the  beam from  decay kinematics of order 1=γ. It turns out that
0x is constant between the quadrupoles, and simply given by 0x =
p
xγx, where
γx = (1 + 
2
x)=x = 4 tan/periodS is the third standard optical function. Inside
the quadrupoles 0x is smaller. The longSSTable procedure first finds the phase
advance in the straight section cells that satisfies the requirement on normD, and then
proceeds calculating the remaining parameters. Tab. 4 shows the results of this cal-
culation. The length of the straight section quadrupoles straightQuadL is far too
small, demonstrating that they can be built with much smaller fields than quadB at
the radius straightAx. The total straight section length totStraightL is not an
even multiple of the straight section period length periodS. The matching sections
between arcs and straight sections, and the dispersion suppressors at the end of the arcs
are not included in this notebook either. These steps are better done with MAD.
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Table 4: Long Straight Section Parameters
Length of cells periodS 100 m
Normalized divergence normD 0.1
Phase advance in cells straightAdv 0.154702
Maximum -function maxstraightBeta 177.61 m
Minimum -function minstraightBeta 64.5134 m
Maximum RMS beam radius straightSigma 0.0322889 m
Aperture radius straightAx 0.0968667 m
Focal length of quadrupoles focalS 53.5215 m
Length of quadrupoles straighQuadL 0.045278 m
Table 5: Injection Kicker Parameters
Maximum kicker voltage 60 kV
Characteristic kicker impedance 5 Ω
Kicker rise time 0.3 s
Width of kicker aperture 0.193733 m
Height of kicker aperture 0.116761 m
Deflection angle 2.33521 mr
Integrated kicker field kickTm 0.233683 Tm
Length of kicker modules kickLength 0.719404 m
Number of kicker modules kickModules 6
Actual kicker voltage kickVolt 50.3024 kV
Magnetic kicker field kickB 0.054138 T
2.5 Injection Kicker Parameters
The full-aperture kicker magnets, injecting the muon bunch train into the storage ring,
are rather large pieces of equipment [5]. I find their parameters in the injection kicker
package kickPack which shows how I now like to work. I use Mathematica as my
electronic memory, and write design procedures for anything that I wish to design in
Mathematica . In this manner, I can very easily repeat the procedures for different sets
of parameters. For the muon storage ring, I assume that the injection kicker is installed
next to a horizontally focusing quadrupole in a long straight section, and deflects hor-
izontally. I profit from this assumption by making the ratio of the horizontal and verti-
cal kicker apertures equal to the square roots of their respective -functions. I choose
the deflection by the kicker such that the injected beam is just outside the aperture
needed at the nearest horizontally defocusing quadrupole, and profit from the deflec-
tion in it to enhance the angle of the incoming trajectory. In order to do this, I choose
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the kicker parameters maximum voltage maxKickVolt, characteristic impedance
kickZ, rise and fall time kickTime, full horizontal and vertical aperture kick-
Width and kickHeight, and deflection angle kickAngle with In[12]:=...
in Fig. 1, load the kickPack package with In[13]:=..., and execute the kick-
Table command with these input parameters in In[14]:=.... Tab. 5 shows the
kicker parameters obtained. The number of kicker modules is made an integer, and the
kicker voltage kickVolt is adjusted accordingly.
2.6 Synchrotron Radiation
I demonstrate that synchrotron radiation is negligible in the muon storage ring by first
loading the synchrotron radiation package srPack with In[15]:=... in Fig. 1,
and computing the synchrotron radiation loss Us on a turn. I find Us = 2:74227 Volt.
2.7 Data Transfer into MAD
The Splice command in In[16]:=... allows inserting the Mathematica results into
MAD data. Fig. 2 shows the input data for the Splice command. The character strings
<* ...*> surround the Mathematica quantities that will be inserted into the MAD
input file, shown in Fig. 3. Since I use dimensions while MAD uses dimensionless
numbers, I have to divide all lengths by Meter.
3 ACCELERATOR PHYSICS OF MUON STORAGE RINGS
The parameters of the muon storage ring presented in Chapter 2 are the result of discus-
sions at the Neutrino Factory Workshop in Lyons, France, and some further thinking.
Compared to the presentation [6] there, the following things happened:
 The energy remains at the intermediate value 30 GeV.
 The normalized emittance xn = 15 mm has gone up from 6 mm, mainly in
order to reduce the requirements on the transverse cooling. Achieving the same
nomalized emittance in the accelerators leading up to the storage ring is not easy.
 The RMS relative momentum spread e = 0:003 has become smaller. At this new
value its contribution to the horizontal beam radius, and hence to the aperture,
is already about twice as large as that of the emittance. This suggests that we
may want to look into alternatives with smaller dispersion, either by (i) reducing
the cell length Lp in the arcs at constant bending radius  with x / Lp and
Dmax / L2p, or by (ii) increasing , i.e. lowering the dipole field, with constant
x and Dmax / 1=, or a combination of the two. The former method has the
drawback of shortening the magnetic elements, the latter that of making the arcs
longer and keeping up the fraction of muons decaying in the straight section
harder.
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title "30 GeV 15mm 1.0 percent muon storage ring"
nsig:=3










qfa: quad l=quadL k1=+4*sin(pi*mu2pi)/periodL/quadL
qda: quad l=quadL k1=-4*sin(pi*mu2pi)/periodL/quadL
la: drift l=freeS/2
sfa: sext l=sextL k2=+0.0
sda: sext l=sextL k2=-0.0
lsa: drift l=freeS/4-sextL/2





Figure 2: Splice input file jul14i.mdat
 We thought that we had to put a tight limit on the bunch length s  16 mm at
352 MHz in order to avoid too large an energy spread from acceleration on the
crest of the RF waveform in the recirculating linacs. We still have to study the
combination of bunch length and energy spread that can be achieved by acceler-
ating in moving buckets, deliberately off the crest. These bunch parameters have
repercussions on the parameters of longitudinal cooling and the parameters of the
RF system in the storage ring.
An RF system is certainly not needed to compensate for the synchrotron radiation
losses. The muon lifetime corresponds to about 240 turns. The slippage between
two muons with an energy difference e is about 22 mm on a turn, and about 5.3 m
during the muon lifetime. If the bunch frequency is above 57 MHz, the beam will be
debunched at the end of its lifetime. Hence, an RF system may be needed to keep the
beam bunched, and to make diagnostics possible.
The design procedure ensures that the physical acceptance has the specified value.
It remains to be demonstrated in complete storage rings with arcs, dispersion suppres-
sors, matching and long straight sections that the dynamic acceptance is large enough.
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title "30 GeV 15mm 1.0 percent muon storage ring"
nsig:=3










qfa: quad l=quadL k1=+4*sin(pi*mu2pi)/periodL/quadL
qda: quad l=quadL k1=-4*sin(pi*mu2pi)/periodL/quadL
la: drift l=freeS/2
sfa: sext l=sextL k2=+0.0
sda: sext l=sextL k2=-0.0
lsa: drift l=freeS/4-sextL/2





Figure 3: MAD Input File jul14i.dat from Splice command in Mathematica
4 CONVENTIONS
In writing the packages, I use a number of conventions which are described below.
Dimensions and Units: I systematically use dimensions and SI units for physical
quantities. I do not include conversion factors between units, e.g. between hours
and seconds, in the functions to get nicer numbers for some applications. How-
ever, I do include ratios like Joule/(Coulomb Volt) in some functions since Math-
ematica doesn’t know such relations between physical units, and doesn’t cancel
them out.
Names: Almost all names start with lower case letters in order to avoid name clashes
with standard Mathematica names which all start with upper case letters. Names
are often constructed as character strings where the subscript precedes the symbol
in capital letters as in lossU for the synchrotron radiation loss per turn Uloss.
Particles: For all particles I use the rest voltage in Volt instead of the rest energy in
electron volt. Hence, energies typically expressed in electron volt will be returned
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in Volt. All packages are written such that they should work for electrons, muons,
and protons. Other particles can be added in an obvious manner. I achieve this
in three stages: (i) The Mathematica notebooks define the “current” particle by
a statement like E0 = Eµ, setting the “current” rest voltage to that of the muon,
as shown in In[3]:=. . . in Fig. 1. (ii) the conditional Mathematica statement in
In[4]:=. . . sets the values of classical radius and Compton wavelength to those
of the “current” particle. (iii) The packages use the “current” values of E0, rc and
c, and not the specific values for a particular particle.
Emittances: For horizontal betatron oscillations I use the normalized (invariant) emit-




Here  and γ are the usual relativistic factors, while x and x are the horizontal
RMS beam radius and horizontal -function at the same place in the machine.
The vertical emittance is defined in the same way. Note the absence of numerical
factors and  in (1). For synchrotron oscillations, I use the following definition
of the invariant bunch area Ab:
Ab = 4esE=c (2)
Here e and s are relative RMS energy spread and bunch length, respectively,
and E is the particle energy. I realize that x is the product of the semi-axes,
while Ab is 4 times the product of the semi-axes of the invariant ellipses.
Phases: All phases are measured in units of 2, and correspond to tunes. In RF sys-
tems, they are counted from the last zero crossing of the RF wave form.
Mathematica Conventions: Typing e.g. ?constants returns a brief usage message
shown below, following standard Mathematica practice. Similarly, typing e.g.
??constants returns the longer usage message.
Warning: Most of the packages were developed and applied so far to relativistic par-
ticles with γ  1 and   1 in machines with positive momentum compaction
 > 0, operating above transition energy.
5 DESCRIPTION OF THE PACKAGES
The functions described in this report are grouped into a number of packages, mostly
by context. A user can invoke the packages by the standard Mathematica commands
<<PackageName.m. All packages are in my WWW directory
http://wwwslap.cern.ch/ keil/Math.
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5.1 Arc Package arcPack
The arc package computes parameters of the arcs, consisting of FODO cells, in circular
colliders. In particular, it fills and prints two tables, arc1Table and arc2Table,
with arc parameters, and computes standard FODO lattice functions [7] in thin-element
approximation, in alphabetical order:
arc1Table[ , R, LmaxD , ND ] fills and prints a table of geometrical arc parameters.
The input variables are bending radius , average arc radius R, maximum dipole
length LmaxD , number of dipoles in a half cell ND. The output variables are number
of arc periods Np, length of arc cells Lp = 2R=Np, actual dipole length LD =
=NpND, bending angle of a period p = 2=Np, and sagitta in the dipoles
sD = (1− cos )=4=ND. The rule for computing the number of periods Np in a








arc2Table[ R, C, ,Lp, , ,γ,  ] fills and prints a table of optical arc parameters.
The input variables are average radius R, circumference C, bending angle ,
length Lp and phase advance  of a period, normalized emittance , relativistic
factor γ and relative RMS energy spread . The output variables are arc tune
Q = Np, average and maximum values of horizontal -function and dispersion,
x, Dx, max and Dmax, momentum compaction  = (2R=C)=Q2, unnormal-
ized emittance x = ==γ, RMS beam radius x =
√
xmax + (eDmax)2,
vacuum chamber radius vacuumA, maximum relative half momentum spread
e = vacuumA=Dmax, focal length focalL and magnetic length quadL of
the quadrupoles, and free space freeS in a half cell, i.e. space not occupied by
dipoles and quadrupoles.
focalLengthF[Lp,  ] returns the focal length f of the quadrupole in a FODO cell





maxBetaxF[Lp,  ] returns the maximum value of the horizontal -function in a
FODO cell with length Lp and phase advance  in both planes. The maximum
vertical -function has the same value.
maxx =
Lp [1 + sin ]
sin 2
(5)
maxDxF[Lp, ,  ] returns the maximum value of the horizontal dispersion Dx in a
FODO cell with length Lp, bending angle , and phase advance  in both planes.
Dmaxx =




minBetaxF[Lp,  ] returns the minimum value of the horizontal -function in a FODO
cell with length Lp and phase advance  in both planes. The minimum vertical
-function has the same value.
minx =
Lp [1− sin ]
sin 2
(7)
minDxF[Lp, ,  ] returns the minimum value of the horizontal dispersion Dx in a
FODO cell with length Lp, bending angle , and phase advance  in both planes.
Dminx =
Lp [1− (1=2) sin]
4 sin2 
(8)
5.2 Collective Effects Package collectivePack
The collective effects package contains functions related to collective effects in circular
accelerators and storage rings, using formulae given by Ruggiero [8], Berg [9] and
Rogers [10]. The functions are in alphabetical order:
cohQSZLF[ h, vRF, Ib, , C ] computes =(Zk=n)eff , i.e. the longitudinal threshold
impedance for the coherent synchrotron tune shift from (9) in [3], for a machine











growthRWF[ r, Ib, , C, γ, Z? ] computes the transverse resistive wall growth rate
−1RW for particles with classical radius r and relativistic factor γ at beam cur-
rent Ib, in a machine with average -function , circumference C and transverse







Z? is typically calculated by the rwZTF function. It is the product of layerRWF
and rwZTF if the wall factor is included.
layerRWF[ aCu, Cu, aFe, Fe ] computes a correction factor fwall [8] for the trans-
verse resistive-wall impedance for a beam screen with a Cu layer of thickness
aCu on the inside of a stainless steel vacuum chamber of thickness aFe with skin





where fCu and fFe are given by
fn =
1− exp[−2(1 + |)an=n]
1 + exp[−2(1 + |)an=n] (12)
When aCu  Cu, fwall ! 1.
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mwZLF[ h, vRF, Ib, , C ] computes the threshold (Zk=n)eff of the longitudinal mi-
crowave instability from (10) in [3] for a machine with harmonic number h, RF











powerRWF[ Kb, bs, Nb, ,  ] computes the power Pw deposited in the vacuum cham-
ber walls with radius bs and resistivity  by the image currents of Kb bunches with










rwZLF[ s, bs ] computes the longitudinal resistive-wall impedance ZRWk =n [11], di-
vided by mode number n, in a vacuum chamber with skin depth s, extending







rwZTF[ C, s, bs ] computes the transverse resistive-wall impedance ZRW? [11] in a
machine with circumference C, skin depth s and a vacuum chamber extending














tmciZTF[ Ib, , C, E, Q,  ] computes the threshold =(Z?)eff of the transverse mi-
crowave instability from (11) in [3] in a machine with bunch current Ib, bunch







5.3 Collider Package colliderPack
This package contains the procedure collTable which fills and prints a table of
global collider parameters.
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collTable[ pc, BD, BQ, =R, LS ] fills and prints a table of global collider parame-
ters. The input parameters are the particle momentum pc in Volt, dipole and
quadrupole fields, BD and BQ, arc filling factor =R, and total length LS of (two)
long straight sections joining the arcs. The output parameters are the relativistic
factors  and γ, bending radius  = pc=c=BD, circumference C = 2R+LS and
revolution frequency frev = c=C.
5.4 The constants Package
This package defines the natural constants speed of light c , elementary charge e,
Planck’s constant h, impedance of free space Z0, vacuum permeability 0 and vacuum
permittivity 0, using the Miscellaneous‘PhysicalConstants‘ Package in
Mathematica . For electrons, muons and protons, it defines rest voltages Ee, Eµ and
Ep, classical radii re, rµ and rp, and Compton wavelengths e, µ and p.
5.5 Injection Kicker Package kickPack
The injection kicker package kickPack contains the procedure kickTable which
uses the input parameters maximum voltage maxKickVolt, characteristic impedance
kickZ, rise and fall time kickTime and deflection angle kickAngle, and com-
putes the kicker parameters integrated kicker field kickTm and module length kick-
Length [12]. The number of modules kickModules is made an integer, and the
kicker voltage kickVolt is adjusted accordingly.
5.6 Long Straight Section Package longSSPack
The long straight section package longSSPack contains the procedure longSSTable
which uses the input parameters period length periodS and normalized divergence
normD, adjusts the phase advance in the long straight section periods such that the
the specified value of normD is achieved, and fills and prints a table of long straight
section parameters.
5.7 Radio-Frequency System Package rfPack
The radio-frequency system package rfPack contains a collection of functions that
return quantities related to the design of the RF system and to longitudinal phase space
dynamics. All phases are measured in units of 2 from the last zero crossing of the RF
wave form. The momentum compaction is assumed to be positive, i.e. the machine is
operating above transition energy. The stable (synchronous) phase angle s is typically
in the second quadrant with 0:25  s  0:5. In alphabetical order, the functions are:
bucketAreaF[ , h, vRF, s, E,  ] computes the bucket area in eVs in a machine
with momentum compaction  and an RF system with harmonic number h, peak
voltage vRF, stable phase angle s and wavelength . The bucket area is obtained
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by a numerical integration of the scaled bucket shape function Sb(; s), since
it cannot be done analytically for moving buckets. Both Sb(; s) and e are










bucketHF[ , h, vRF, , E ] computes the relative bucket half height Hb in units of
the particle energy E in a machine with momentum compaction  and an RF
system with harmonic number h, peak voltage vRF, and stable phase angle 
Hb =
√
vRFj( − 4) sin 2− 2 cos 2j
hE
(20)
bucketHFromTauQSF[ , q, s ] computes bucket height Hb = 
p
2x needed to
achieve the quantum lifetime Q according to Sands [15] in a machine with rel-
ative RMS energy spread  and longitudinal damping time s by solving the







bucketLengthF[ s,  ] computes the bucket length Lb, i.e. the distance between the
unstable fixed point at phase (1=2 − s) and the zero crossing of the separatrix
e in an RF system with wavelength 
Lb = (e − 1=2 + s) (22)
bucketShapeF[ , s ] computes the normalized bucket shape Sb(; e) which is real




cos 2(1=2− s) + 2(1=2− − s) sin 2s − cos 2 (23)
overVoltageF[ h, , Hb, E, Us ] computes the overvoltage factor vO [13], i.e. 1= sin s,
in a machine with harmonic number h, momentum compaction , bucket height








phiEF[ s ] computes the zero crossing of the bucket separatrix at phase e > s by
solving the following equation for e
cos[2(1=2− s)] + 2(1=2− s) sin 2s = cos 2e + 2e sin 2s (25)
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phisF[ vO ] computes the stable (synchronous) phase angle s in the second quadrant
from the overvoltage factor vO.
s = (1=2)− arcsin(1=vO)=2 (26)
qsF[ , h, vRF, , E ] computes the number of synchrotron oscillations in a turn, the
synchrotron tune Qs, in a machine with momentum compaction  and an RF
system with harmonic number h, peak voltage vRF, and stable phase angle  for






tauQRuggiero[ Hb, s, t, w ] computes the quantum lifetime R according to Rug-
giero [14] for relative bucket height Hb, relative RMS energy spread s, longi-




1 + (tw)2 − 1
(28)
tauQSands[ Hb, s, t ] computes the quantum lifetime S according to Sands [15] for







5.8 Synchrotron Radiation Package srPack
The synchrotron radiation package srPack contains a collection of functions that
return quantities related to the synchrotron radiation emitted by particles moving on a
circular orbit. Note that all formulae work for particles of any mass. All dipoles in the
machine are assumed to have the same bending radius . All functions have “SR” in
their name. In alphabetical order, the functions are:
critESRF[ γ,  ] computes the critical energy Ecrit in eV of the synchrotron radiation








distSRF[ R, b ] computes the distance dSR between the point where synchrotron ra-
diation photons are emitted in the forward direction and the point where they hit
the vacuum chamber of radius b in a machine with radius R, ignoring ends of
dipoles and straight sections over the distance dSR







incidenceASRF[ d, R ] computes the angle of incidence SR of synchrotron radiation
on the vacuum chamber at a distance d from the point of emission in a machine
of radius of curvature R, ignoring ends of dipoles and straight sections over the
distance d.
SR = arctan(d=R) (32)
lossUSRF[ γ,  ] computes the synchrotron radiation loss Us per turn in Volt for a







powerSRF[ Us, I ] computes the synchrotron radiation power Ps for a machine with
synchrotron loss Us per turn and beam current I .
Ps = UsI (34)
powermSRF[ Ps, L ] computes the synchrotron radiation power ps per running metre
in a machine with synchrotron radiation power Ps and total arc length L.
ps = Ps=L (35)
sigmaESRF[ , γ,  ] computes the RMS relative energy spread e for a beam with








spotSRF[ d, x, x, γ ] computes the height hSR of the synchrotron radiation spot on
the vacuum chamber at a distance d along the machine from its emission point
for a particle beam with normalized emittance x and relativistic factor γ in a
machine with typical -function x. The first term under the square root is the
contribution of the particle beam divergence, the second term that of the opening









tauSRF[ E, frev, Us ] computes the synchrotron radiation damping time x for oscil-
lation amplitudes for particles with what energy E in a machine with revolution
frequency frev and synchrotron radiation loss Us per turn, assuming J = 1 for






totPhotSRF[ ps, Ecrit ] computes the total number of photons Nphot per running me-
tre and per second for a given synchrotron radiation power per running metre ps









tuneQFromEmittanceF[ , γ, , R, ,  ] computes the arc tune Q needed to achieve
the equilibrium emittance  for a beam with Compton wavelength  and relativis-
tic factor γ in a machine with arc radius R, bending radius  and phase advance
, using Wiedemann’s [16] formula for flat beams and arbitrary , but still for
small bending angles in a lattice period. In applications with fully coupled round
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